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Beyond Rattling: Tetrahedrites as Incipient Ionic Conductors

Shriparna Mukherjee, David J. Voneshen,* Andrew Duff, Pooja Goddard,
Anthony V. Powell, and Paz Vaqueiro*

Materials with ultralow thermal conductivity are crucial to many technological
applications, including thermoelectric energy harvesting, thermal barrier
coatings, and optoelectronics. Liquid-like mobile ions are effective at
disrupting phonon propagation, hence suppressing thermal conduction.
However, high ionic mobility leads to the degradation of liquid-like
thermoelectric materials under operating conditions due to ion migration and
metal deposition at the cathode, hindering their practical application. Here, a
new type of behavior, incipient ionic conduction, which leads to ultralow
thermal conductivity, while overcoming the issues of degradation inherent in
liquid-like materials, is identified. Using neutron spectroscopy and molecular
dynamics (MD) simulations, it is demonstrated that in tetrahedrite, an
established thermoelectric material with a remarkably low thermal
conductivity, copper ions, although mobile above 200 K, are predominantly
confined to cages within the crystal structure. Hence the undesirable
migration of cations to the cathode can be avoided. These findings unveil a
new approach for the design of materials with ultralow thermal conductivity,
by exploring systems in which incipient ionic conduction may be present.
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1. Introduction

Conversion of waste heat into electricity,
which is facilitated by thermoelectric power
generators, offers significant opportunities
to reduce fossil fuel consumption and
greenhouse gas emissions.[1] The efficiency
of thermoelectric energy recovery depends
on the figure of merit of the materials used
in thermoelectric devices. Since the figure
of merit (ZT = S2

𝜎T/𝜅) is defined in terms
of the Seebeck coefficient (S), the electri-
cal conductivity (𝜎), and the total thermal
conductivity (𝜅), materials with low ther-
mal conductivity are essential to maintain
a temperature gradient. Both electrons and
phonons contribute to thermal transport.
The electronic contribution to the thermal
conductivity (𝜅e) is directly related to the
electrical conductivity by the Wiedemann–
Franz law, hence reductions in 𝜅e nec-
essarily involve an undesirable reduction
in 𝜎. Therefore, strategies to reduce ther-
mal transport in thermoelectric materials

(and hence increase ZT) focus primarily on the lattice component
of the thermal conductivity (𝜅 l), which is due to phonons.[2]

Among the approaches that have been explored to reduce
𝜅 l,

[2] the phonon-liquid electron-crystal (PLEC) strategy,[3] which
aims to lower 𝜅 l below that of glass by exploiting the “liquid-
like” behavior of superionic conductors, has been particularly
successful.[4] PLEC (sometimes termed liquid-like) materials
consist of a sub-lattice of immobile ions and a second liquid-like
sub-lattice of mobile cations that disrupts phonon propagation.
This class of material, exemplified by Cu2−xS0.5Se0.5 (ZT = 2.3 at
1000 K for x = 0.06),[5] exhibits outstanding thermoelectric per-
formance, owing to an intrinsically ultralow 𝜅 l (<0.5 W m−1 K−1).
Unfortunately, the electric field created by the temperature gra-
dient across a PLEC material during the operation of a thermo-
electric device, results in ion migration, metal deposition, and
ultimately material degradation, presenting a barrier to the prac-
tical application of these materials.[4,6] Here, we identify a new
type of behavior which we term incipient ionic conduction, that
leads to ultralow lattice thermal conductivities whilst obviating
the degradation in thermoelectric performance that is an in-
evitable consequence of high cation mobility in liquid-like ma-
terials. We define incipient ionic conductors as materials on the
verge of ionic conduction, containing ions with appreciable mo-
bility, but in which long-range ionic diffusion is suppressed due
to the trapping effect of the underlying crystal structure. We
have exploited a combination of neutron spectroscopy and MD
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Figure 1. a) The collapsed sodalite framework, formed by Cu(1)S4 tetrahedra (orange), found in the crystal structure of tetrahedrite. View along [111].
b) A window of a sodalite cage, showing the location of the SbS3 trigonal pyramids and the interstitial Cu(3) site. c) Schematic representation of the
sodalite framework, showing the SCu(2)6 octahedra (yellow) located inside the sodalite cages. Each node in the sodalite framework represents a Cu(1)S4
tetrahedron. View along [111]. Key: S, yellow spheres; Cu(2), orange spheres; Cu(3) blue spheres; Sb, purple spheres. d) QENS intensity color map for
Ei = 1.45 meV (instrumental resolution is 0.022 meV) of Cu12Sb4S13 and Cu14Sb4S13 at 100 and 423 K.

simulations to reveal that tetrahedrite, previously reported as a
promising p-type thermoelectric material with intrinsically low
thermal conductivity,[7,8] is an example of an incipient ionic con-
ductor.

Tetrahedrite, Cu12Sb4S13, crystallizes in a collapsed sodalite
structure,[9] in which corner-sharing Cu(1)S4 tetrahedra form
cages (Figure 1a), with SbS3 trigonal pyramids located at the win-
dows of each cage (Figure 1b). Inside each sodalite-type cage,
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there is a SCu(2)6 unit in which a sulfur anion is octahedrally
coordinated to six trigonal-planar copper cations (Figure 1c). Sto-
ichiometric tetrahedrites can be formulated as A6(A,B)6C4Q13
(where A is a monovalent transition metal, B a divalent transi-
tion metal, C a pnictogen, and Q a chalcogen),[10] but the crystal
structure of tetrahedrite can accommodate two additional cop-
per cations per formula unit at interstitial sites (Figure 1b); this
expands the unit cell volume by ≈3.5%.[11] The incorporation
of additional copper in copper-rich tetrahedrites, Cu12+xSb4S13
(0 < x ≤ 2.0), leads to copper ionic mobility, the onset of which
occurs at 393 K.[11] A variable-temperature neutron diffraction
study demonstrates that at this temperature partial melting of
the copper sublattice occurs. At 393 K, there is an anomaly in
the lattice parameters, accompanied by marked changes in the
temperature dependence of the electrical and thermal conduc-
tivities of the copper-rich phases.[11] While copper-rich tetra-
hedrites are ionic conductors,[12] studies on tetrahedrites of the
type Cu12−xBxSb4S13 have concluded that copper ionic conduc-
tivity is restricted to the copper-rich phases.[13,14] Following the
report by Suekuni and co-workers of the glass-like thermal con-
ductivity of tetrahedrites,[15,16] it is now well established that these
materials exhibit intrinsically low lattice thermal conductivities
(𝜅 l < 1 W m−1 K−1 at room temperature), which approach the
calculated minimum value.[8] In the case of copper-rich tetra-
hedrites, Cu12+xSb4S13 (0 < x ≤ 2.0), it has been shown that the
total thermal conductivity decreases with increasing copper con-
tent, reaching a value of ≈0.4 W m−1 K−1 at room temperature
for Cu14Sb4S13.[11]

To date, the intrinsically low thermal conductivity of stoichio-
metric Cu12Sb4S13 has been attributed to rattling vibrations of
the trigonal-planar copper cations, which are suppressed at low
temperatures by a Jahn–Teller distortion.[17] It has been sug-
gested that weak bonding interactions of Cu(2) with the lone
pairs of two neighboring antimony cations drive rattling,[18] and
that chemical pressure squeezes the Cu(2) cation out of planar
coordination.[19]

Here, we sought to compare the behavior of a copper-
rich tetrahedrite, Cu14Sb4S13, a known ionic conductor,[12] with
Cu12Sb4S13, where low 𝜅 l has been attributed to localized cop-
per vibrations. Neutron spectroscopy measurements, using the
LET spectrometer at the ISIS Facility,[20] were exploited to probe
simultaneously copper diffusion through quasielastic neutron
scattering (QENS) and the lattice dynamics through inelas-
tic neutron scattering (INS). Analysis of these data provides
unequivocal evidence of copper ion diffusion in both materi-
als, with the motion predominantly confined to the sodalite
cages.

2. Results and Discussion

A comparison of the QENS for both materials (Figure 1d) re-
veals marked changes with increasing temperature. While at
100 K data are resolution limited at the elastic scattering line
(ΔE = 0 meV), at 423 K the QENS signal increases considerably
in both cases. As the onset of ionic mobility for Cu14Sb4S13 has
been determined to be 393 K,[11] an increase in QENS intensity is
expected, but the variation in QENS for Cu12Sb4S13 was unfore-
seen. Examination of the scans of energy transfer (Figure 2a) in-
dicates that the QENS signal changes with temperature for both

materials. Up to 200 K, no broadening around ΔE ≈ 0 meV is
observed; the width of the elastic line is limited to the instru-
mental resolution of the LET spectrometer. By contrast, at tem-
peratures of 200 K or above there is strong QENS broadening
around the elastic peak. As copper has a significantly larger in-
coherent neutron cross-section than sulfur and antimony, and
since at low energy transfer (<±2 meV), QENS dominates the
scattering, these data provide information on the copper motion.
It should be noted that 200 K is below the known onset of copper
ion mobility in copper-rich tetrahedrite but corresponds to the
temperature at which an anomaly, of previously unknown ori-
gin, is observed in the electronic and lattice components of the
thermal conductivity[15] as well as in the electrical resistivity mea-
surements (Figure 2b).

For long-range (translational) diffusion, the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) of the quasielastic Lorentzian component
should follow a Q2-law at small Q values and approach zero with
decreasing Q.[21] For Cu12Sb4S13 and Cu14Sb4S13, examination
of the Q-dependence of the quasielastic broadening (Figure S1,
Supporting Information) reveals that, at low Q values, the broad-
ening of the QENS signal does not follow a Q2-law and shows
little Q-dependence; this is indicative of localized motion. To un-
derstand the origin of the QENS signal, atomistic simulations
were performed between 100 and 700 K (in 100 K intervals). Long
timescales (≈ns) are necessary to ensure that diffusion mecha-
nisms that may operate over longer timescales are properly sam-
pled. To achieve this, we performed classical MD simulations us-
ing interatomic potentials which were developed by fitting to den-
sity functional theory (DFT) data. The computed coefficient of
thermal expansion between 400 and 600 K, is 2.18 × 10−5 K−1,
close to the experimental value 1.99 × 10−5 K−1 for copper-rich
tetrahedrite,[11] confirming the validity of the potential used. The
calculated QENS signal for the copper ions at temperatures com-
parable to those of the experimental data (Figure 2c), based on the
MD simulations, is in excellent agreement with the experimental
observations.

The simulations reveal a strongly correlated copper diffusion
mechanism. In copper-rich tetrahedrite, copper ions that begin
at interstitial Cu(3) sites vibrate, and after a time displace cop-
per ions on neighboring crystallographic sites. The latter then
become interstitial ions, while the former adopt the vacated crys-
tallographic sites. This behavior is repeated, with each new Cu(3)
interstitial ion vibrating, before displacing and taking the place
of another copper ion. At 100 K, diffusion is negligible, in agree-
ment with the QENS data. At 200 K the copper ions start moving
between the corners of a SCu(2)6 octahedron (Figure 3a) in lo-
calized diffusional jumps in a confined octahedral environment,
which do not result in long-range diffusion. The copper ions
move between corners by passing above the center of the face of
the octahedron, rather than moving along the edge. This behav-
ior is illustrated in Figure 3b, which shows the displacement of
a copper ion as a function of time. While at 100 K (black line),
diffusion is negligible, at higher temperatures (red, blue, and
purple lines), copper ions move only between the corners of a
given SCu(2)6 octahedron (≈3.2 Å for adjacent corners and ≈6 Å
for opposite corners). Over much longer timescales, of the or-
der of ns, the simulations for copper-rich tetrahedrite show long-
range diffusion, consistent with the known ionic conductivity of
this material.[12] This long-range diffusion involves the migration
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Figure 2. a) Scans of energy transfer for Cu12Sb4S13 and Cu14Sb4S13 at different temperatures. b) Electrical resistivity as a function of temperature. The
anomaly at ≈90 K is related to a cubic-to-tetragonal phase transition.[17] c) Calculated scan of energy transfer for the copper ions in Cu14Sb4S13 as a
function of temperature, based on the MD simulations.

of a copper ion from a given SCu(2)6 octahedron to a neigh-
boring octahedron, with net diffusion governed by the timescale
of migration between cages rather than the localized diffusional
jumps within the cages. This suggests that the activation barrier
to pass through the structural “bottleneck” that connects neigh-
boring cages is significantly higher than the activation barrier for
jumps within a given cage. As the long-range diffusion motion
involving migration between cages is too slow for the time win-
dow of the LET spectrometer, the QENS data presented here only
provide information on the localized diffusional jumps within
the cages. A detailed study of the long-range copper diffusion in
copper-rich tetrahedrite is ongoing and will be published in due
course.

For Cu14Sb4S13 and Cu12Sb4S13, the Q-dependence of the elas-
tic incoherent structure factor (EISF), which represents the ratio
of the elastic contribution to the total neutron scattering, is rea-
sonably consistent with a diffusion model (see Supporting Infor-
mation) in which the copper ions diffuse around the surface of
an octahedron[22] (Figure 3c). This is the dominant mechanism
for the temperatures and timescales investigated by the QENS
measurements presented here. Using this octahedral model, the
analysis of the QENS data suggests a residence time 𝜏 = 17.6 ±
0.6 ps, which is reasonably close to that computed here from

MD simulations, 𝜏 = 31 ± 4 ps (for copper-rich tetrahedrite
at 400 K). This level of agreement between experimental and cal-
culated residence times is comparable to those reported in other
studies of diffusion in ionic conductors.[23,24]

In Cu12Sb4S13, this diffusive mode in which the copper ions
diffuse around the surface of an octahedron, and which does not
lead to net diffusion, accounts for the QENS signal. This is con-
sistent with the prevalent view that there is no long-range diffu-
sion in tetrahedrites with a 12:4 transition-metal: antimony ra-
tio, Cu12−xBxSb4S13. The stability and the effect of aging on the
thermoelectric properties of Cu12−xBxSb4S13 phases have been
previously discussed.[14,25] The absence of long-range diffusion
in Cu12Sb4S13 is likely to be related to its smaller unit cell vol-
ume when compared to Cu14Sb4S13 (1100 Å3 for Cu12Sb4S13 and
1140 Å3 for Cu14Sb4S13. See Table S1, Supporting Information).
In the latter, the unit cell volume expands to accommodate the
two additional copper ions,[11] opening a diffusion pathway for
inter-octahedra jumps of copper ions. Moreover, in tetrahedrites
of the type Cu12−xBxSb4S13, doping entails the substitution of
the Cu(1) ions present in the framework with divalent transition
ions,[8] which are likely to hinder diffusion pathways between
cages.

A vibrational mode is observed at 3–4 meV in the INS data
(Figure 4); this mode is also present in the INS computed from
the MD simulations (Figure S2, Supporting Information). Com-
parison with previously published calculated phonon density of
states,[18,26] which are in good agreement with those presented
here (Figure S2, Supporting Information), indicates that this
peak can be identified as a quasi-localized optical mode, predom-
inantly associated with the trigonal-planar Cu(2) atoms. While
this mode has been assigned to the out-of-plane rattling of the
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Figure 3. a) Left: 2D view of the MD simulation carried out at 400 K, illustrating the localized diffusion of copper ions, shown by the blue line, around a
SCu(2)6 octahedron in copper-rich tetrahedrite. Middle: Two 3D views of the trajectory of a copper ion around a SCu(2)6 octahedron. Right: A SCu(2)6
octahedron inside a sodalite cage, with the jumps highlighted by blue arrows. Atom key as in Figure 1. b) Displacement of a selected copper ion in
Cu14Sb4S13 as a function of time in the MD simulations. Black, red, blue, and purple lines correspond to simulations at 100, 200, 300, and 400 K
respectively. The horizontal dashed line at 3.2 Å represents the distance between adjacent nearest-neighbor copper ions in a SCu(2)6 octahedron. c)
Comparison of the experimentally-determined EISF for Cu14Sb4S13 (black squares) and Cu12Sb4S13 (red circles) at 423 K with the expected EISF (see SI)
for localized diffusional jumps confined to an octahedron. The black and red lines show the expected EISF for Cu14Sb4S13 and Cu12Sb4S13, respectively.

Cu(2) atoms, the QENS and MD simulations results presented
here indicate that at temperatures ≳200 K, instead of rattling,
the Cu(2) atoms vibrate out of a corner of the SCu(2)6 octahe-
dron to move to a neighboring corner. INS measurements on a
single crystal have shown that there is a strong scattering pro-
cess between the low-energy optical mode of the Cu(2) atoms
and the transverse acoustic phonons.[27] This scattering process
will disrupt the propagation of heat-carrying acoustic phonons.
The higher energy of the low-energy optical mode for Cu14Sb4S13
when compared to Cu12Sb4S13 can be related to the area of the
triangle formed by the three sulfur atoms coordinated to each
Cu(2). Reducing the area of this triangle increases the chemi-
cal pressure on Cu(2), which in turn raises the amplitude of the
vibration.[19] This mode shows significant softening on cooling
(Figure 4c), revealing strong anharmonicity, and also broadens,

as the transition to the low-temperature tetragonal phase, which
for Cu12Sb4S13 occurs at ≈90 K,[17] is approached. INS measure-
ments below 90 K have shown that this low-energy mode disap-
pears at the structural transition and then re-appears at a lower
energy in the tetragonal phase.[28]

The exact mechanism by which the thermal conductivity
of “liquid-like” superionic conductors is suppressed has been
a matter of considerable debate. Initially, their ultralow ther-
mal conductivity was attributed to the disappearance of the
transverse acoustic phonon modes,[3] but it has been subse-
quently demonstrated that the hopping timescales of the mo-
bile ions are significantly longer than the phonon relaxation
times for the transverse phonon branches,[29] and that there-
fore the transverse phonon modes persist into the “liquid-like”
state.[29–31] Instead, it appears that the remarkable thermal

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2306088 2306088 (5 of 8) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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Figure 4. Low-energy phonon mode for a) Cu12Sb4S13 and b) Cu14Sb4S13. Temperature dependence of c) the energy and d) the FWHM of the low-energy
mode of the trigonal planar Cu(2) ions.

transport behavior of “liquid-like” superionic conductors is a
consequence of strong anharmonicity.[29,30] Similarly to the find-
ings on “liquid-like” superionic conductors, our INS measure-
ments on tetrahedrite reveal strong anharmonicity in the low-
energy optical mode of the Cu(2) ions. This anharmonicity is
already present below 200 K, the temperature at which the lo-
calized diffusional jumps of the Cu(2) ions start. To achieve
a deeper understanding of the interplay between the lattice
dynamics and the localized diffusional jumps of the Cu(2)
ions, single-crystal INS data as a function of temperature are
required.

3. Conclusion

To conclude, these results demonstrate that in tetrahedrite, cop-
per ions are mobile between 200 and 400 K but are largely con-
fined to cages within the crystal structure. The analysis of the
data presented here suggests that in Cu12−xBxSb4S13 the activa-
tion barrier to pass through the structural “bottleneck” that con-
nects neighboring cages must be relatively high. For this reason,
while the copper ions are mobile, they are largely trapped inside
cages. The low-energy optical mode related to intra-cage copper
diffusion is capable of strongly scattering the heat-carrying acous-
tic phonons and hence lowers the lattice thermal conductivity.
This work reveals that tetrahedrite behaves as an incipient ionic
conductor. We anticipate that the discovery of incipient ionic con-
duction reported here will open a new avenue for the search for

materials with ultralow thermal conductivity, without the degra-
dation issues inherent to liquid-like materials. We envisage that
data mining of crystallographic databases, which contain hun-
dreds of thousands of experimentally-determined crystal struc-
tures, could be exploited to discover other materials with incip-
ient ionic conductivity. For instance, low-cost computational ap-
proaches such as the bond–valence method could be used to iden-
tify materials containing cages in which the ion motion is con-
fined to these cages.

4. Experimental Section
Synthesis: For Cu12Sb4S13, a stoichiometric mixture of elemental Cu

(Sigma Aldrich, −150 mesh, 99.5%), Sb (Alfa Aesar, −200 mesh, 99.5%),
and sulfur flakes (Sigma Aldrich 99.99+%) was ground and the mix-
ture sealed into an evacuated fused-silica tube. Using a heating rate of
1 K min−1, the mixture was initially heated at 923 K for 5 h, followed
by 48 h at 773 K. The furnace was then cooled to room temperature at
0.5 K min−1. The ingot obtained was ground and cold-pressed into pel-
lets. The cold-pressed pellets were sealed into an evacuated fused-silica
tube and annealed at 773 K (heating rate 1 K min−1) for 2 days. The
furnace was cooled to room temperature at a rate of 0.5 K min−1. Fol-
lowing grinding, the powdered sample was again sealed into a fused-
silica tube, heated at 1 K min−1 to 673 K, maintained at this tempera-
ture for 4 days, and subsequently slowly cooled to room temperature at
0.2 K min−1.

For Cu14Sb4S13, a stochiometric mixture of the elements (total of 6 g),
together with 40 stainless-steel balls with a diameter of 6 mm, were loaded

Adv. Mater. 2023, 35, 2306088 2306088 (6 of 8) © 2023 The Authors. Advanced Materials published by Wiley-VCH GmbH
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into a 25 ml stainless-steel jar. The mixture was ball milled at 500 rpm for
8 h using a Retsch PM100 ball mill. The black powder was sealed into an
evacuated fused-silica tube and heated at a rate of 5 K min−1 to 773 K; the
sealed tube was held at this temperature for four days. This was followed
by cooling to room temperature at 0.2 K min−1.

QENS data were collected on the as-prepared powders. For electrical
resistivity measurements, the powders were consolidated into pellets by
hot pressing at 723 K and 80 MPa for 30 min using a graphite mold of
diameter 12.7 mm; pressure was released upon cooling. The procedure
was carried out under a nitrogen flow to prevent oxidation.

Characterization: Powder X-ray diffraction data were collected on pow-
der samples using a Bruker D8 Advance X-ray diffractometer, operating
with Ge-monochromated Cu K𝛼1 (𝜆 = 1.54046 Å) radiation (Figures S3
and S4, Supporting Information). Rietveld refinements to determine the
lattice parameters were performed using GSAS (Table S1, Figures S5 and
S6, Supporting Information). Analysis of the diffraction data indicated
that the lattice parameters and the purity of the samples were in good
agreement with those in previous reports.[11,14,15] For Cu14Sb4S13, the low-
temperature electrical resistivity was measured on an ingot, cut from a hot-
pressed pellet, with dimensions of 2× 3× 11 mm. Four probe connections
were established using silver wires (50 μm diameter) and colloidal silver
paint. The four probes were connected to an HP34401A multimeter, and
the sample was loaded into an Oxford Instruments CF1200 cryostat. The
data were collected over the temperature range 80 ≤ T/K ≤ 300 in 1 K steps
with temperature control effected with an ITC502 temperature controller.
The low-temperature electrical resistivity for Cu12Sb4S13 was measured in
a PPMS system.[17]

Neutron Spectroscopy: Neutron scattering data were collected on the
LET spectrometer (ISIS Neutron and Muon Source, UK).[32] The powder
sample was loaded into an annular vanadium can. Data were collected at
100, 200, 294, and 423 K. LET was configured to incident energies of 1.45,
2.20, 3.70, 7.52, and 22.75 meV. Identical measurements were carried out
for the empty aluminum can and the instrumental background was sub-
tracted using the Mantid package.[33] The QENS data were analyzed using
the Data Analysis and Visualization Environment (DAVE).[34] The QENS
fitting curves obtained using DAVE are presented in the Supporting Infor-
mation (Figure S7, Supporting Information). For each temperature, and
at incident energies, Ei = 1.45, 2.20, and 3.70 meV, datasets ranging from
0.2 ≤ |Q|/Å−1 ≤ 2 and −0.3 ≤ ΔE/meV ≤ 0.3 were extracted using Mantid
(Mslice).[33] Each dataset was fitted using a delta function for the elas-
tic line, which corresponded to the instrument resolution, together with
a single Lorentzian to model the quasielastic energy broadening. The de-
termination of the experimental and calculated EISF is described in the
Supporting Information.

The INS data were integrated over the range 2 to 3 Å−1 in Q-space and
in the neutron energy gain for the LET incident energy 7.52 meV. The nor-
malized neutron-weighted phonon density of states was obtained using a
custom Python script. Peaks were fitted using individual Gaussian func-
tions in the DAVE package.

Simulations: The DFT training data were calculated using the VASP
software package (version 5.4.4) and the projector augmented wave
method[35–37] and consisted of energies, atomic forces, and stress ten-
sors generated from ab initio MD simulations. A 58-atom cubic conven-
tional Cu12Sb4S13 cell was used, with two additional Cu atoms added
to Cu(3) interstitial sites – corresponding to a Cu-rich tetrahedrite com-
position Cu14Sb4S13. Accordingly, quantitative predictions using this cell
were directly relevant to experimentally-studied Cu14Sb4S13, since the
reported crystal structure for this material contains Cu(3) interstitial
sites.[11]

Ab initio MD simulations were performed across a range of tempera-
tures, including 200, 500, 750, 1000, 2000, and 3000 K. Energies and forces
allow the capture of lattice dynamics, while stress tensors allowed model-
ing of thermal expansion and captured the temperature-dependent elas-
tic response. Temperatures higher than the window of interest (≥1000 K)
were necessary to capture diffusion events, which were not observed at
lower temperatures due to the limited length- and time-scales accessible
to DFT (≈nm and ≈ps respectively in the simulations for tetrahedrite). MD
runs at each temperature were performed initially under constant pressure

for 1000 steps (with timestep 5 fs, total duration is 0.5 ps). Using the equi-
librated lattice constants, a constant volume run was then performed for a
further 1000 steps, providing the data to be used for training the potential.
The PBE exchange-correlation functional (issued on September 6, 2000)
was used throughout. For Cu, 3p, 4s, and 3d, for Sb, 5s and 5p, and for S,
3s and 3p electrons were included as valence states. A plane-wave cutoff of
500 eV and a grid of 2 × 2 × 2 Monkhorst–Pack k points was used, which
provided an accuracy of 1 meV atom−1.

Potential optimization was performed using the MEAMfit code,[38] with
the reference-free modified embedded atom method formalism employed
to capture the strong directional bonding of tetrahedrite. For each tem-
perature, every 15th atomic configuration of the constant pressure runs
were used as training data. In total 400 configurations were used, with en-
ergies, force components, and stress tensor components totaling 72400
data-points. For uncertainty quantification, four potentials were optimized
separately, using different numbers of terms in the pair-wise interactions
(pair-potentials and densities considered separately) and/or different val-
ues of the maximum allowed value of the cut-off radius for these inter-
actions. Representative values of the root mean squared errors of en-
ergies, forces, and stresses of the configurations used in the training
database as calculated using one of these potentials with respect to DFT
are: 8.07 meV atom−1; 0.178 eV Å−1; 1.636 × 10−3 eV Å−1. The devel-
opment of the potentials, including setting up and analyzing the training
set data, and setting up MEAMfit inputs, was handled by the automated
potential development (APD) workflow.[39]

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from
the author.
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